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Abstract
Mean streets represent those connected subsets of a spatial
network whose attribute values are significantly higher than
expected. Discovering and quantifying mean streets is an important problem with many applications such as detecting
high-crime-density streets and high crash roads (or areas) for
public safety, detecting urban cancer disease clusters for public health, detecting human activity patterns in asymmetric
warfare scenarios, and detecting urban activity centers for
consumer applications. However, discovering and quantifying mean streets in large spatial networks is computationally very expensive due to the difficulty of characterizing
and enumerating the population of streets to define a norm
or expected activity level. Previous work either focuses on
statistical rigor at the cost of computational exorbitance, or
concentrates on computational efficiency without addressing
any statistical interpretation of algorithms. In contrast, this
paper explores computationally efficient algorithms for use
on statistically interpretable results. We describe alternative ways of defining and efficiently enumerating instances
of subgraph families such as paths. We also use statistical models such as the Poisson distribution and the sum
of independent Poisson distributions to provide interpretations for results. We define the problem of discovering and
quantifying mean streets and propose a novel mean streets
mining algorithm. Experimental evaluations using synthetic
and real-world datasets show that the proposed method is
computationally more efficient than naı̈ve alternatives.

aims to discover and quantify correct and complete
sets of connected subsets of the road network. For
example, Figure 1 shows ” mean streets” of a part of
a metropolitan city in the United States. Each line
represents a street and thickess of it represents the
aggregated crime value of the street. In the Figure,
the thicker the street is, the higher the crime density
is. The mean street mining algorithm discovers and
quantifies high-crime-density streets in the dataset. (An
important note: In this paper, the ”mean” in ”mean
streets” refers not to any statistical measure but to
the idea of angry or dangerous as in the 1953 film by
the same name. To avoid confusion, we use the term
”average” in the paper to denote the statistical mean.)

1 Introduction.
Mean streets represent those connected subsets of a
spatial network whose aggregated attribute values are Figure 1: Mean streets of a metropolitan city of United
significantly higher than expected. Formally, given a States
road network G = (V, E) and a set of aggregated crime
Discovering and quantifying mean streets is very imvalues on edges E, a mean street mining algorithm
portant for many application domains, including crime
analysis (high-crime-density street discovery) and police
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high activity levels, understanding underlying causes in
terms of ST network properties, and designing ST network control policies.
However, identifying and quantifying mean streets
is challenging for several reasons. One large challenge
is choosing the correct statistical model. Many existing
ST models have assumptions of data normality and either spatial and temporal homogeneity or a well-defined
autocorrelation in these domains. A major limitation is
the inadequacy of descriptive and explanatory models
for activity around ST networks such as train and road
networks. Another challenge is that the discovery process of mean streets in large spatial networks is computationally very expensive due to the difficulty of characterizing and enumerating the population of streets to
define a normal or expected activity level.
Public safety professionals may be interested in analyzing the ST network factors to explain high activity levels or changes in activity levels at certain highway segments, or to compare prevention options such
as check points. Such analysis is not only hard using
existing methods, but it may not be statistically meaningful, since common methods such as spatial regression
do not adequately model ST network constraints such as
connectivity and directions. Thus, we explore a novel
ST network analysis method to study descriptive and
explanatory models for ST network patterns.
For purposes of this paper, we evaluate graphical
models in statistics for their ability to model activities
on road networks. Road segments will be modeled as
edges or as nodes in graphical models, and similarities
and differences in crime rates will be examined. We
are particularly looking to find areas where the aggregated crime rate is high, the so-called mean streets. We
explore computationally efficient algorithms for statistically interpretable results. We describe alternative ways
of defining and efficiently enumerating instances of subgraph families such as paths. We also provide statistical
models such as the Poisson distribution and the sum of
independent Poisson distributions to provide statistical
interpretations for results. We define the problem of
discovering and quantifying mean streets. We propose a
novel mean street mining algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed method is computationally
more efficient than naı̈ve alternatives.
1.1 Related Work. Previous studies on discovering
high-density regions (i.e. hotspots) can be classified
into two main categories based on their statistical
interpretability. Li et al. defined the hot routes
discovery problem in road networks using moving object
trajectories [18]. However, discovered patterns in this
approach do not have a statistical interpretation such
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Figure 2: Classification of the related work
as statistical significance. In addition, this algorithm is
designed to process tracks (e.g., GPS tracks) rather than
point or aggregate datasets referencing street networks.
In contrast, we propose to identify statistics-based
methods to identify hotspots.

Figure 3: Point data and output of K-means clustering
Statistics-based methods to identify hotspots can
be classified into two categories based on the nature of
the dataset: point-based methods [1, 6, 11, 17, 25, 27,
29, 22] and aggregate-based methods. Our problem belongs to the latter one. The aim of the point-based approaches is to discover high-density regions from point
datasets which show the actual locations of the crimes
(Figure 3). The point-based approaches focus on the
discovery of the geometry (e.g. circle, ellipse, etc.) of
the high-density regions [6]. The Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime (STAC) tool in the Crimestat
software, nearest neighbor hierarchical clustering techniques, and K-means clustering techniques are among
the methods that use the ellipse method to identify
hotspots [17]. Figure 3 shows the result of CrimeStat
using K-eans clustering method for 15 clusters [17]. Kernel estimation methods have been developed to identify
isodensity hotspot surfaces because hotspots may not
have crisp ellipsoid boundaries. Local indicators of spatial association (LISA) statistics were proposed to eliminate the limitations of ellipsoid-based and kernel-based
estimation techniques [1, 11]. The clumping method
was proposed by Roach to discover clumped points (e.g.
hotspots) from a point dataset [27]. However, these approaches will not be able to discover and quantify highcrime-density regions (e.g. streets) for given aggregate

crime data. They also do not consider the spatial network structure of the urban dataset, and may not model
graph properties such as one-way streets or connectivity. For example, if all crime events occur along a street
of a city, these approaches may tend to divide the street
into several ellipsoid clusters or may tend to discover
a big ellipse where most of the inside of the area has
no activity. Shiode and Okabe extended the clumping
method for analyzing point patterns on a spatial network [27, 29, 22]. In their approach, if crime point locations on an edge are close enough, they form a clump. A
user-defined distance threshold (or clump radius) is used
to check if the points are close enough or not. However,
their approach will not be able to discover and quantify
patterns for aggregate crime data.
Overall, point-based approaches mainly focus on
discovering and quantifying hotspots using point crime
data. Due to the type of the crime or for victim security, crime location information may not be released
by the authorities and aggregated crime values may be
released for spatial regions, e.g. streets. In that case,
point-based approaches, whether considering the spatial
network structure or not, will fail to discover and quantify hotspots when the aggregated crime values are given
since these approaches are dependent on the location
of the crimes. In contrast, we propose statistics-based
methods to discover hotspots (e.g. mean streets) from
aggregated datasets referencing urban street networks
and taking graph semantics into account.

proposed algorithms. Analysis of the algorithms is
given in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental
evaluation with real-world and synthetic datasets and
Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
2 Basic Concepts and Problem Definition.
The focus of this study is to identify and quantify
mean streets over a spatial network whose aggregated
attribute values are higher than a threshold. First we
define basic concepts and then we explain how we model
mean streets.
2.1 Basic Road Network Concepts. A spatial
graph G = (V, E) is a set of vertices (e.g. street intersections) connected by edges. Based on the application domain, vertices and edges might have weights
(e.g. number of crimes). Graphs can be undirected or
directed depending on whether the edges are ordered
or not. The lengths di of edges may be the same or
different. Events (in our case, crimes) c1 , c2 , ..., cn are
distributed across the edges and vertices, and may also
be distributed over different time intervals, although we
will not consider the time dimension in this paper. The
weight on each edge represents the aggregated crime
values on the street segment represented by the edge.

2.2 Binomial and Poisson Distributions. If we
assume that crimes are distributed uniformly over all
edges E, the probability of a single event, e.g. crime ci ,
being on a specific edge ei is the length di of that edge
1.2 Contributions. In this paper, we define a prob- divided by the total length of all edges.
lem called mean streets based on crime data on a spatial
network. We take into account graph properties such as
di
connectivity and edge directionality while discovering
(2.1)
p = Pm
and quantifying the mean streets. The discovery proi=0 di
cess is based on a statistical framework. We use a PoisOne option for modeling the distribution of crimes
son distribution to model crime incidences. We propose
novel and computationally efficient methods for the dis- on edges is the binomial distribution [23]. If we call the
covery of mean streets. We prove the correctness and probability of any given point being on a specific edge
the completeness of the proposed methods. We also ei , then the probability of k of the n points being on
evaluate the proposed algorithms experimentally using that specific edge can be expressed by [2]
real and synthetic datasets.
 
n k
1.3 Scope and Outline. The purpose of this paper (2.2)
P r(k) =
p (1 − p)(n−k)
k
is to explore and quantify mean streets based on aggregated crime incidences. It shows an original, innovative
The binomial distribution assumes that the points
approach for identifying mean streets. However, this
are independent. A bar plot of the probability mass
paper does not take into account the possible errors in
function of a binomial distribution is shown in Figure 4.
crime locations that might occur during the recording.
The binomial distribution is one of the oldest statistical
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
distributions and has special use in the science of
Section 2 presents basic concepts to provide a formal
probability and games [21]. Okabe et.al. used this
model of a mean street and the problem statement
approach as one of several recommended for statistical
of identifying mean streets. Section 3 presents our
analysis of points on a network [23].
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Figure 4: Binomial distribution

Poisson distribution, choosing different unit lengths can
affect the distribution, mean, and upper level thresholds
of the distribution (which are important in Sections 3
and 4). For example, assume a model is fit for an
estimated unit length A, and the estimated λ is 3.
The .90 and .95 quantiles are 5 and 6 respectively.
If we now make the unit length 5A, and the event
density is the same, the new estimated λ will be 15.
We now would wish the .90 and .95 quantiles to be
5x5=25 and 5x6=30 respectively, but they are actually
20 and 22. Thus the choice of the unit length can
significantly affect the discovery threshold for mean
streets. One possibility would be to model different
categories of streets separately (short, medium and long
for example). Another idea is to try a wider range of
upper thresholds and see which streets stand out as
different the most times. However, if we assume streets
that are not markedly different from each other (such
as city blocks) we can assume that the difference is not
significant, and for the purposes of the paper we have
made this assumption. A closer look at this issue would
definitely be a topic for future work.

Another alternative to the binomial distribution
model is the Poisson distribution model. Indeed, when
the probability of a given event is small (less than 0.1),
the Poisson distribution is a common approximation
to the binomial distribution [14]. If we assume 10 or
more edges of roughly equal length, the probability of a
given crime event falling on a given edge is indeed less
than 0.1 and the approximation is valid. In addition,
the Poisson computations are more efficient than the
binomial computations, although neither would be a
large computational issue. For this paper we have 2.3 Modeling Mean Streets. In this section, we
provide definitions to model mean streets.
chosen to use the Poisson distribution model.
A Poisson distribution can be described by
Definition 2.1. Given a road network G = (V, E)
and a set of aggregated crime values of edges E =
k
[e0 , e1 , ...em ], a graph density parameter λest is formalX
λi × e−λ
(2.3)
P (x ≤ k) =
(0 ≤ k < ∞)
ized as the number of crimes per unit length.
i!
i=0
where k is the number of occurrences of an event and λ is
the average of number of occurrences. This distribution
was developed historically to model arrival rates where
times are exponential [7]. In recent statistics, it has
been used to count the number of rare events, where
most data points (or point patterns in spatial and
ST applications) do not have an event [26]. One
common application for the Poisson distribution is
crime analysis [3]. Another usage is for insurance and
actuarial claims [13].
The sum of two Poisson processes with parameters
λ1 and λ2 is also a Poisson process with parameter
(λ1 + λ2 ). If we assume independence of crime rates
on different adjacent edges, e.g. streets, (which we
do for our model for this paper), this property allows
mixing neighboring streets with little computational
difficulty [20]. This also allows streets of different
lengths to be mixed easily, as the Poisson parameter can
be adjusted for differing street lengths and neighboring
results can then be added.
One issue which must be at least mentioned with
the Poisson distribution is that of unit lengths. For the

(2.4)

λest =

PE

i crime(ei )
length(road network)

Definition 2.2. Given a graph density parameter λest ,
a confidence threshold α (e.g. percentile threshold) for
a Poisson distribution, ”mean street” density threshold
θ(λest , α) is the number of crimes per unit length such
that a street segment of unit length with θ(λest , α)
crimes falls within the top α percentile of all unit length
streets [7]. Formally,

(2.5)

α = P (x ≥ θ(λest , α)) =

∞
X
λi

est

i=θ

× e−λest
i!

For example, in Figure 5 the graph shows the
cumulative distribution function for several estimated
parameters λest (1, 3, 5, and 10). If the user-defined
confidence parameter α is 0.9 (which is shown by a
dashed line in the graph) and the estimated parameter
λest is 10, the density threshold θ(λest = 10, α = 0.9)
will correspond to the intersection of the cumulative

# of crimes per unit length

distribution function and confidence threshold which is
close to 14 crimes per unit length.
There are two ways to find the value of θ(λest , α):
1. Find a closed form formulation of equation 2.5.
2. Calculate the value of the equation 2.5 by incrementing values of θ(λest , α) until the cumulative probability
result is equal to α.
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Figure 5: Poisson cumulative distribution function

Definition 2.3. Given a mean street density threshold
θ(λest , α) and an edge ei with length di , the mean
street crime threshold Ctreshold of edge ei is the density
threshold θ(λest , α) times length di , such that,
(2.6)

Ctreshold = θ(λest , α) × di

Definition 2.4. Given a road network G = (V, E) with
aggregated crime values on the edges E and a density
threshold θ(λest , α), a ”mean street” is a connected
subset (e.g streets) of the road network whose number
of crimes Creal is not less than its crime threshold
Ctreshold .
In the next section, we discuss how all paths can
be enumerated in a graph. A preliminary step in the
discovery of mean streets could be the enumeration of all
paths in the graph. This can be followed by a discovery
of mean streets from these paths based on a threshold
(Section 3.2).
2.4 Defining and Enumerating Street Populations. Since mean streets try to find the connected
parts of the road network where the aggregated crime
values are significantly higher than the crime thresholds, the first stage in this process could be the enumeration of well-defined subsets of the graph such as
connected subgraphs, paths, cycles, and trees. Literature on enumerating subgraphs is most mature in the
area of path enumeration and hence the proposed work

uses this as the initial stage in finding the mean streets.
However, this section provides a brief description of enumeration of various types of subgraphs (connected subgraphs, paths, cycles).
2.4.1 Enumeration of All Paths. Here all possible paths in a directed graph are enumerated. The algorithms in this category can be broadly classified into
two categories:(1)Algorithms using the powers of an adjacency matrix, and (2)Algorithms using backtracking.
Algorithms based on an adjacency matrix:
Initial work in this area dealt with the determination of
the number of paths from any given vertex to another
[24, 15]. One method was based on a recurrence relation
relating paths of length n to paths of length n − 1 [24].
The matrix of n−paths of a graph is expressed in
terms of the matrices of (n − 1)-paths of its first order
subgraphs. (A first order subgraph of a graph G is the
graph obtained by removing all the edges incident at a
vertex u.) The method is based on the result that the
matrix of n-paths of a graph G is completely determined
in terms of the matrices of (n− 1)-paths of its first order
subgraphs.
An adjacency matrix and its powers have been
used to enumerate paths in graphs that contained selfloops and parallel edges [15]. The algorithm counts the
number of paths from one vertex to another.
An algorithm that enumerates and lists all paths
in a graph was proposed by Rubin [28]. A simple
path that connects two vertices would have at most
one occurrence of a vertex, thus limiting the maximum
number of vertices on any path to n, where n is the
number of vertices in the graph. The algorithm uses
bit vectors to store the vertices and edges on a path
and successively finds paths of increasing lengths using
boolean matrix operations. Each entry in the matrix
is a list of descriptors and each descriptor has a vertex
vector and an edge vector, both boolean. The vertex
vector has 1’s in the positions of vertices that are present
in the path. The edge vector has 1’s in the positions of
edges that are present in the path.
Algorithms using backtracking: Backtracking
algorithms (for example, [8]) use recursion to find all
paths with suitable techniques to avoid infinite traversals of cycles. These algorithms try to find n-paths from
a vertex u to a vertex v by enumerating all paths of
length n − 1 from every adjacent vertex w of u to v and
appending uv to them.
2.4.2 Enumeration of Disjoint Paths. Given a
pair of vertices, finding a pair of paths that do not
share edges (edge disjoint paths) has been studied. In
a directed graph, determining whether such paths exist

is an NP-hard problem [4]. Approximation algorithms
have been proposed to find such paths. Constrained
versions of this problem (such as shortest pairs and
partially disjoint pairs) have been studied.
Shortest pairs of disjoint paths consist of two edgedisjoint paths of minimum total length from a given
source to all other vertices [31]. For a single destination,
the problem is solved using a special case of minimum
cost network flow in conjunction with Dijkstra’s single
source shortest path algorithm. This has been extended
to all destination nodes.
Algorithms that compute a set of disjoint paths
from a source and a destination are available [33]. The
paths are found successively starting with the shortest
path, increasing the length by an edge at every iteration
and removing the edges in the discovered paths from the
list of candidate edges. The algorithm assumes uniform
weights on edges (=1).

analysis domain would be the one that generates a set of
edge-disjoint subgraphs. Appropriate constraints could
be added to ensure spatial proximity among the vertices
of the subgraphs.
Decomposing graphs into subgraphs that provide
an edge cover has been studied [12, 16, 30]. The edges
of the graph are covered with a set of edge-disjoint
subgraphs. These methods partition the edges into
subgraphs satisfying some constraints. For example,
in one case [12], the graph is divided into a set of
subgraphs such that the total weight of the edges in
each subgraph is at most a constant (specified by the
user). This problem is NP-complete and approximate
algorithm has been proposed [12]. Exact methods and
heuristics have also been proposed [16, 30]. These
algorithms can be explored to see whether they can be
used to find subgraphs that ensure spatial proximity
among the nodes.

2.4.3 Enumeration of Directed Cycles. The enumeration of all cycles also falls under the categories of
(1) Algorithms using the powers of an adjacency matrix
(since no cycle can have of length greater than the number of vertices in the graph, the cycles can be computed
from the powers of the adjacency matrix (power ≤ n)
[15, 19].) and (2) Search algorithms (these algorithms
search for cycles in an appropriate search space which
is a super set of all paths [32].)
Although paths in a graph can be enumerated based
on different requirements (e.g., all shortest paths, all
cycles, pairwise-disjoint shortest paths), in the crime
analysis domain, emuneration of all paths could be
the best startegy due to the following reasons: (1)
One class of enumeration algorithm which finds disjoint
paths between pairs of nodes requires some nodes to
be identified as ”source” and ”destination” nodes. This
requirement is not always met in the application domain
that is explored in the paper. (2) Although ”all
pair shortest paths” and cycle enumeration does not
require designated node pairs, it is unlikely that the
result would contain all required road segments, thus
providing the pruning phase with an incomplete search
space. Therefore, enumeration of all paths in a graph is
likely the best strategy since it assures completeness as
required by the mean streets discovery process.

2.6 Problem Definition. We focus on discovering
and quantifying complete and correct sets of mean
streets for a given road network, an average crime λest ,
and a user-defined confidence threshold α. The formal
problem definition is as follows.
Given:

2.5 Enumeration of Disjoint Paths. The problem
of finding mean streets can also be approached by
finding all connected subgraphs (not necessarily paths)
from the given road network. Enumerating all possible
connected subgraphs in a given graph would generate a
search space of too enormous a size for the next stages to
handle. The partitioning that seems closest to the crime

• A spatial graph G = {V, E}, where G is a spatial
framework consisting of locations v1 , v2 , . . . , vn and
E is a collection of edges between locations in V .
• An aggregated attribute function f : E → a set of
real numbers .
• A user-defined confidence threshold α.
Find:
• A set M S of mean streets H = {ei |ei ∈ E, ei is
a mean street } whose aggregated attribute (e.g.
crime) values falls within the top α percentile.
Objective:
• Minimize computation cost while finding correct
and complete sets of mean streets.
Constraints:
• Attribute value of edges in E is a Poisson distribution.
3

Discovering
Streets .

and

Quantifying

Mean

In this section, we present two novel mean street discovery algorithms and then we give an execution trace
of the algorithms in Section 3.3. In section 3.1 we discuss an Apriori-based approach to discover and quantify mean streets. The idea is to discover size k + 1

mean streets using size k mean streets. This approach
has two pruning strategies: i) to eliminate unconnected
edge combinations, and ii) to eliminate edge combinations that do not satisfy the crime thresholds. In section 3.2, we discuss a Graph-based approach. The idea
is to generate all possible street sets in a spatial network
using path generation algorithms and prune the streets
that do not satisfy the criteria.

Calculate crime thresholds (step 6): The crime
threshold of a street is calculated as the product of the
length of the street and the parameter θ(λest , α).
Discover and quantify mean streets (step 7): The
connected streets whose aggregated crimes are not more
than their crime thresholds are pruned in this step. The
remaining size k mean streets will be used to generate
size k + 1 candidate street sets.
Generation of candidate mean streets (step 8):
3.1 Apriori-based Mean Street Mining Ap- This function uses an apriori-based approach to generproach. This approach will generate size k + 1 streets ate size k + 1 candidate streets.
using size k ”mean streets” until there are no more canIn steps 5-9, the algorithm finds size k + 1 mean
didate streets (Algorithm 1). The inputs of the algo- streets. The algorithm will run iteratively until there
rithm are a road network G = (V, E), a set of aggre- are no more candidate mean streets to be generated and
gated crime values Creal , and a user-defined confidence outputs the union of all size mean streets.
threshold α. The output is connected sets of streets
whose aggregated crime values is no less than their crime 3.2 Graph-based Mean Streets Mining Apthresholds Ctreshold .
proach In this section, we discuss a Graph-based mean
streets mining approach. Road networks are often repAlgorithm 1 Apriori-based Mean Streets Mining Al- resented as graphs and one method to generate mean
streets is to find all possible paths in the graph (Algogorithm
rithm 2) and then use an appropriate filtering technique
Inputs:
α: user-defined percentile
to eliminate the connected street sets that are irrelevant
G = (V, E): street network
(Algorithm
3). The constraints that need to be satisfied
Creal : a set of aggregated crimes values
Output:
Mean streets whose number of crime incidents satisfies while computing street sets would depend on the users’
crime threshold.
preferences. For example, in some scenarios, it might be
Algorithm:
1: calculate λest =total crimes/total road length for G = (V, E)
required to generate connected street sets that traverse
2: calculate θ=Poisson (λest , α)
every edge in the graph at least once. It is also possible
3: street size k = 1, cand streets(k)=E, M streets=empty
4: while cand streets not empty do
that some locations in the road network are designated
5:
Connected(k)=Prune unconnected candidates(cand streets(k),
as start points and end points and the connected street
G = (V, E))
6:
calculate crimes thresholds(θ,Connected(k))
set generation needs to incorporate this requirement.
Ctreshold = θ × length(street)

7:
M streets(k)=Find mean streets whose Creal ≥ Ctreshold
8:
cand streets(k+1)=generate candidates(E,M streets(k))
9:
k =k+1
10: end while
11: return union M street1 , M street2 , . . . M streetk

In the algorithm, steps 1 and 2 include initialization
of the parameters, and steps 5 through 9 give an
iterative process to mine mean streets. Finally, step
11 gives a union of the results. The functions of the
algorithm are explained below.
Calculate the value of λest (step 1): Parameter λest
is the average number of crimes, e.g., number of crimes
per unit length in the spatial network (equation 2.4).
The value of the λest can either be calculated from the
given spatial network or supplied by the user.
Calculate the value of θ(λest , α) (step 2): The
parameter θ(λest , α) is the number of crimes per unit
length such that a street segment of unit length with
θ(λest , α) crimes falls within top α percentile of all unit
length streets (equation 2.5).
Prune unconnected candidates (step 5): In this
step, unconnected candidates are pruned when k ≥ 2.

Algorithm 2 Enumeration of All Simple Paths
1: Function EnumeratePaths(Graph G(V, E))
{Initialization:}

2: for i = 1, n do
3:
for j = 1, n do
4:
D[i, j] = A[i, j]
5:
end for
6: end for
{Path Computation:}

7: for j = 1, n do
8:
for i = 1, n do
9:
for k = 1, n do
10:
for each entry Pm in D[i, j] and Pl in D[j, k]
11:
if end vertex of Pm = start vertex of Pl then
12:
D[i, k] = append(Pm , Pl );
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for

Algorithm 2 enumerates all simple paths in a graph.
The graph G is represented as an adjacency matrix A,
where each entry A[i, j] stores the length of edge (i, j),
denoted as dij or ∞ if edge (ij) is not present in the
graph. The algorithm stores the paths computed at
every iteration in a matrix D. Each entry in D is a
list of pairs. The matrix D is initialized to include all

C, 10,0

K, 20,60

G, 10,20

H, 10,10

Z, 50,0

R, 50,0

(a) Sample dataset

Street Street Crime
Crime Mean
Name Length Number Thresholds Streets
A
5
10
10
B
10
30
20
C
10
0
20
Pruned
D
10
30
20
E
10
30
20
F
5
15
10
G
10
15
20
Pruned
H
10
10
20
Pruned
J
10
155
20
K
20
60
40
L
20
30
40
Pruned
M
20
25
40
Pruned
N
20
25
40
Pruned
P
20
25
40
Pruned
Q
50
0
100
Pruned
R
50
0
100
Pruned
T
20
40
40
U
50
0
100
Pruned
X
50
0
100
Pruned
Y
50
0
100
Pruned
Z
50
0
100
Pruned

Crime
Mean
Street Street Crime
Name Length Number Thresholds Streets
AB
15
40
30
AP
25
35
50
Pruned
BC
20
30
40
Pruned
BM
30
55
60
Pruned
DE
20
60
40
DM
30
55
60
Pruned
DN
30
55
60
Pruned
DT
30
80
60
EK
30
90
60
EM
30
55
60
Pruned
ED
20
60
40
EN
30
55
60
Pruned
FG
15
30
30
KJ
30
205
60
TG
30
55
60
Pruned

(c) Pair streets

(b) Singleton streets

3.3 An Execution Trace. The execution trace of
the algorithm is given in Figure 6. The input dataset is
a spatial graph which has 21 directed edges. Each edge
has a name (street name), a length, and an aggregated
crime value (Figure 6(a)). For example, the length of
edge A is 5 units, the aggregated crime value is 20, and
the edge is directed (e.g. one-way street). The total
length of edges is 500 units and the total number of
crimes on the network is 500.
The first step is to find the λest value (Definition 2.1). For the given dataset, λest = 500/500 = 1.
In the second step, the mean street density threshold θ(λest , α) value is calculated for the given λest and
confidence threshold α = 0.9. For the given dataset,
θ(λest , α) = 2.
In the third step, the idea is to find the crime
thresholds for each street segment using the θ(λest =
1, α = 0.9) value. The street segments having no fewer
crimes than their crime thresholds are selected as mean
streets. In Figure 6(b), the first column lists all the
street segments, the second column gives the length of
the segments and the third column gives the number of
crimes of the street segments. For each street segment,

J, 10,80

Q, 50,0

X, 50, 0

Y,50,0

E, 10,40

N, 20, 30

F,5,30

L, 20,30

M, 20,30

D,10,40

U,50,0

Inputs:
α: user-defined percentile
G = (V, E): street network
Creal : a set of aggregated crimes values
Output: Mean streets whose number of crimes incidents satisfies
their crime thresholds.
Algorithm:
1: cand streets=EnumeratePaths (Graph(G = (V, E)))
2: calculate λest =total crimes/total road length for G = (V, E)
3: calculate θ=Poisson (α, λest )
4: street size k = 1, M streets=empty
5: while not empty cand streets do
6:
calculate crimes thresholds(θ,Connected(k))
Ctreshold = θ × length(street)
7:
M streets(k)=Find mean streets whose Creal ≥ Ctreshold
8:
k =k+1
9: end while
10: return union M street1 , M street2 , . . . M streetk

B,10,30

T, 20, 50

Algorithm 3 Graph-based Mean Street Mining Algorithm

A,5,20

P, 20,30

single edge paths ( the entries in the adjacency matrix
A). Each pair (vl , el ) corresponds to a path that has
already been computed. The entry vl lists the vertices
in the path and el is a list of edges on the path. Both are
stored as bit vectors. At each iteration the algorithm
checks if a new path can be found by appending two
existing paths (Step 11), and if possible, appends the
paths and adds the new path to a list in D (Step 12).
The pseudo-code of the Graph-based approach is
given in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, all possible
connected street sets are generated in step 1 using
Algorithm 2. The rest of the functions of Algorithm 3
are same as described in Section 3.1.

Street Street Crime
Crime
Mean
Name Length Number Thresholds Streets
ABC
25
40
50
Pruned
ABM
35
65
70
Pruned
DEK
40
120
80
DTG
40
85
80
EDT
40
100
80
EKJ
40
245
80
FGN
35
55
70
Pruned
FGH
25
40
50
Pruned

(d) Triple streets

Crime
Street Street Crime
Name Length Number Thresholds
DEKJ
50
275
100
DTGN
60
110
120
DTGH
50
95
100
EDTG
50
115
100
EDTGH
EDTGN

50
70

125
140

100
140

EDTGHJ

60

250

150

Mean
Streets
Pruned
Pruned

Pruned

(e) Quad, quintet, and
sextet streets

Figure 6: Execution trace of the algorithm
the crime threshold is given in the fourth column. The
crime threshold of an edge is the product of its length
and the θ(λest = 1, α = 0.9) value. For example the
length of street segment A is 5 and its crime threshold
is 5 × θ(λest = 1, α = 0.9) = 5 × 2 = 10. The street
segment A is a mean street since its actual number of
crimes (which is 10) is equal to its crime threshold, 10.

When this process is applied to all the street segments,
the segments that do not satisfy the criteria are pruned
which are marked in Figure 6(b).
In the fourth step, the discovered singleton mean
streets will be used to generate the pair candidate
mean streets Figure 6(c). A singleton mean street will
be extended by its neighboring street segments. For
example, singleton mean street A has two neighbors,
i.e. segments B and P, and the pair candidate list will
include street sets of AB and AP. Similarly, singleton
mean street B has four neighbors A, P, C, and M but
only edges C and M will be used to generate pairs
of B due to the directed property of mean street B.
Figure 6(c) gives the complete list of candidate pair
mean streets. After the pair street generations, their
total lengths and number of crimes are calculated. If
the total number of crimes of a street is less than its
threshold, it is pruned. For example, in Figure 6(c),
street sets AP, BC, BM, DM, DN, EM, and EN are
pruned since Creal < Cthreshold .
After the pair mean streets are discovered, they
will be used to generate candidate triple streets. Next,
the algorithm finds the neighbors of mean streets. Figure 6(d) gives the list of candidate triple streets and
triple mean streets.
This process continues until there is no candidate
pattern in the list. For the sample dataset given in
Figure 6(a) the mean streets process finishes after the
sextet streets are discovered (Figure 6(e)).
Finally, the algorithm outputs all size mean streets.
4
4.1

Analytical Evaluation.
Correctness and Completeness.

The calculate θ function does not miss any mean
streets. It finds the value of θ using a given confidence
threshold α and Poisson distribution for calculated λest
The prune unconnected candidates function does
not miss any mean streets. It will check the connectivity
of the pattern and unconnected combinations will be
pruned. The input is size k candidate streets and the
output is candidate connected size k patterns.
The calculate crime thresholds function does not
miss any mean streets. This function calculates crime
thresholds of streets using the parameter θ and the
length of the street and does not prune any patterns.
The find mean streets function does not miss any
mean streets. It prunes the street combinations whose
number of crimes is less than the crime thresholds
calculated in function calculate expected crimes.
The generate candidates function does not miss any
pattern and generates candidate size k +1 mean streets.
The generate all possible paths function does not
miss any pattern and generates all possible connected
street segments and does not do any pruning.
The path generation algorithm enumerates all simple paths in a graph. This can be proved by induction
on Step 7 of Algorithm 2. The algorithm at the pth iteration appends every pair of existing paths of the form
(i, . . . , p), (p, . . . , k) and the internal join node p is selected in order. So, the pth iteration of the outermost
loop finds all paths that has nodes 1, 2, . . . , p as its internal nodes. Consider a simple path s in the graph G.
If the node p is not an internal node of s, then this path
is enumerated before the pth iteration by inductive hypothesis, since new paths are generated by appending
existing paths in the order of internal nodes. If p is an
internal node of s, then it will be generated at the pth
iteration.

Theorem 4.1. The proposed Apriori-based and Graphbased algorithms are correct. In other words, if a street
S is returned by the algorithms, then S is a mean street. 5

Experimental Evaluation.

In this section, we present our experimental evaluations
of several design decisions and workload parameters on
our proposed algorithms. We evaluated the behavior of
both algorithms to answer the following questions:
- What is the effect of the user-defined threshold α?
number of crimes ≥ length(candidate) ×θ(λest , α) - What is the effect of the network size?
Figure 7 shows the experimental setup to evaluate
Theorem 4.2. The proposed Apriori-based and Graph- the impact of design decisions on the performance on
based algorithms are complete, assuming that the street both algorithms. Experiments were conducted on an
generator enumerates all candidate streets.
Sun Solaris Workstation with 1.77 GHz CPU, 1GB
Proof. The proposed algorithms are complete if they RAM. The comparison metric is the execution time
find all mean streets that satisfy the mean street density (cpu time). Real dataset experiments are conducted
threshold θ which is found by confidence threshold α. using C/C++ and synthetic dataset experiments are
We can show this by proving that none of the functions conducted using Matlab.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, realof the algorithms miss any patterns, i.e., filter out a
wold and synthetic datasets were used.
mean street.

Proof. The proof is easy to establish due to the
pruning steps of prune unconnected candidates, and
find mean streets, which weed out candidates not
meeting the criteria
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creases as the confidence threshold increases. It is also
observed that the Apriori-based approach is computationally more expensive as the confidence threshold decreases because of the increase in the number of mean
streets to be discovered.
2000

Real dataset

s

p

Figure 7: Experimental setup and design

Execution time (minutes)

#

#

Graph−based
Apriori−based

1500

1000

500

0
0.85

1) Real Dataset:The real dataset contains crime
incidences of a metropolitan city in United States for
year 2006. This data has 1639 street segments or edges,
1348 intersections, and a total street length of 537km.
Crimes are aggregated per street segment and the total
number of crimes is 367.
2) Synthetic Dataset: The synthetic road network
datasets were generated based on the network generator
proposed by Cherkassky et. al. [5]. First, a spatial
network was generated for V nodes and E edges where
the length of each edge was assigned randomly. Five
different synthetic datasets were generated for node
values 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. Unless otherwise stated,
the ratio of number of edges to number of nodes was
set to 3. Then, a Poisson pdf was used to generate N
random crime numbers with network density parameter
λgen = 4 for the spatial network. Finally locations of
crimes were assigned randomly on the spatial graph.

5.1.2 Effect of Network Size. In the second experiment, we evaluated the effect of the network size
on the execution times of both algorithms for the real
dataset. The confidence threshold was fixed at a value
of 95%. We used three datasets and their specifications
are given in Table 1. For the Apriori-based approach, a
significant part of the computation time would be spent
in generating candidate mean streets without looking
at the connectivity of the edges. Experimental results
show that the Graph-based approach is more computationally efficient than the Apriori-based approach since
the search space is much larger in the case of the latter
(Figure 9).
Table 1: Real datasets

Experiments with Real Dataset.

5.1.1 Effect of the Confidence Threshold. In
the first experiment, we evaluated the effect of the confidence threshold on the execution times of both algorithms for the real dataset. The fixed parameters were
number of nodes, number of edges, total number of
crimes, and total length of road network and their values
were 1348, 1639, 367, and 537km respectively. For the
Apriori-based approach, a significant part of the computation time would be spent in generating candidate
mean streets without looking at the connectivity of the
edges. Experimental results show that the execution
time variation in the Graph-based approach is less pronounced. This is more computationally efficient than
the Apriori-based approach since only the connected
paths are generated (Figure 8). The Apriori-based algorithm generates candidates without checking the graph
connectivity, thus increasing the size of the search space.
The execution time of the Graph-based approach de-

1

Figure 8: Effect of confidence threshold for real dataset

# of edges
# of nodes
# of crimes
total length (km)

250

Execution time (minutes)

5.1

0.95
Confidence threshold

Dataset 1
1639
1348
367
537

Dataset 2
1203
902
272
399

Dataset 3
841
629
171
332

Graph-based
Apriori-based

200
150
100
50
0
629

902
Network size (number of nodes)

1348

Figure 9: Effect of network size for real dataset

Experiments with Synthetic Dataset.

5.2.1 Effect of the Confidence Threshold. We
evaluated the effect of the confidence threshold on the
execution times of both algorithms for the synthetic
dataset. The fixed parameters were number of nodes,
number of edges, and number of crimes per unit length
and their values were 50, 150, and 4 respectively. Experimental results show that the execution time variation in the Graph-based approach is less pronounced.
This is because the Graph-based approach is more computationally efficient than the Apriori-based approach,
since only connected paths are generated (Figure 10).
The execution time of the Graph-based approach decreases as the confidence threshold increases. It is also
observed that the Apriori-based approach is computationally more expensive as the confidence threshold decreases because of the increase in the number of mean
streets to be discovered.

Execution time (seconds)

2.5

Graph−based
Apriori−based

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

Confidence threshold

Figure 10: Effect of confidence threshold for synthetic
dataset

5.2.2 Effect of Network Size. In this experiment,
we evaluated the effect of the network size on the
execution times of both algorithms for the synthetic
dataset. The fixed parameter were the number of
crimes per unit length and confidence threshold and
their values were 4 and 90% respectively. Results show
that the execution time in the Graph-based approach is
more computationally efficient than the Apriori-based
approach since the search space is much larger in the
case of the latter (Figure 11).
6 Conclusions and Future Work.
We defined mean streets and the mean street discovery
problem based on aggregated crime data on a spatial
network, taking into account graph properties such
as connectivity and directionality of the edges. The
proposed method incorporates a statistical framework
while discovering and quantifying mean streets. We also

0.5

Execution time (seconds)

5.2

Graph−based
Apriori−based

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
10

20

30

40

50

Network size (number of nodes)

Figure 11: Effect of network size for synthetic dataset

proposed novel and computationally efficient methods
for the discovery of mean streets and provided proofs
for the correctness and the completeness of the proposed
methods.
In our mixed process Poisson model we assumed
that the point processes (crimes) would be independent
of both location and time. This is often not the case.
For future work, we will look at models which do not
assume this independence and may be closer to real
world patterns. We will explore new heuristics to
improve the computational efficiency of the proposed
algorithms to make them scalable to large road networks
and the applicability of finding connected subgraphs
in our proposed graph-based algorithm. Though the
road network in the real dataset used in the evaluation
happened to be sparse (average degree is less than 2) we
will try to acquire denser graph datasets and study the
performance of our algorithms. The proposed approach
is dependent on edge (or segment length). In the future,
we plan to explore different unit lengths or segment
sizes, especially given the sensitivity of upper Poisson
thresholds to unit lengths.
Alhough the proposed algorithms find the mean
streets based on the aggregated values of crimes at various locations, they do not consider the possible temporal nature of the discovered patterns. For example,
based on the time-variant availability of public transportation facilties (eg., buses, trains), the criminal route
can vary over a day, resulting in a change in the mean
streets over a time period. Considering the temporal aspects of mean streets might lead to an improvement in
the efficiency and effectiveness of crime prevention measures such as patrolling. Discovery of time-dependent
mean streets would require the underlying transportation network to be modeled as a spatio-temporal network. We will explore existing spatio-temporal network
models such as the time aggregated graph, which models time variant attributes of networks by aggregating
edge/node properties as time series on edges and nodes,

and formulate algorithms based on such models [9, 10].
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